
Derogatory Whim

Advance Australia Fair was written by a Scotsman and instated in 1984 but Scotland is Freemasonry.  The term

Mason derives from the Old English word Ma for more and the word son. Freemasonry is a secret society of male

elite in authority which strangely women formed alliance with. 2 Years would only pertain to reductionist notions of

Governmental  legislation  and  technological  regulation  and  codification  not  biological  differences  of  physics

quantifications  and  computations  being  perception  and  sense  and  compartmentalization  of  categories  and

consciousness.  2  Years  only  pertains  to  reductionist  derogatory  notional  whims of  legislation  and technological

regulation and codification not biological differences of physics quantifications and computations being perception

and sense and compartmentalization of categories and consciousness. Reductionist and Reductionism are Derogatory

Terms of Cryptologic and Dissectional Terminologies which System from Ancient to Feudal unto Modern Eras is

Systemic Reductionism of Institution from Reductionist Personage not being Enlightenment just as Antagonism is

from  Antagonist.  Reductionist  and  Reductionism  are  Derogatory  Terms  of  Cryptologic  and  Dissectional

Terminologies which System from Ancient to Feudal unto Modern Ears is Systemic Reductionism of Institution from

Reductionist Personage not being Enlightenment just as Antagonism is from Antagonist. Psychiatrists peer and perve

into a small part of the Brain behind the Temple and so invade mental self privacy which processes Sight and Sound

and prescribe Pharmakia reducing life  functionality and expectancy of Injured and Endangered Worlds of Brain

Nervous Systems! Leviticus. Psychiatrists peer and perve into a very small part of the Brain behind the Temple and so

invade  mental  self  privacy  which  processes  Visions  and  Locutions  and  prescribe  Pharmakia  reducing  life

functionality and expectancy of Injured and Endangered Worlds of Brain Nervous Systems! To make amends is a

requirement  by  law  which  State  Justice  terms  is  restitution  which  provides  victims  compensation

(money/counselling) and requires criminals to pay (debt/punishment) which is from Anglicised word suffixes fer/pher

from Hebrew words Sefer/Sepher and Safar/Saphar. To make amends is a requirement by law which State Justice

terms  is  restitution  which  provides  victims  compensation  (money/counselling)  and  requires  criminals  to  pay

(debt/punishment)  which  is  from  Anglicized  word  suffixes  fer/pher  from  Hebrew  words  Sefer/Sepher  and

Safar/Saphar. Western Government should support victims properly instead of pampering criminals; current laws and

various pieces of legislation does not provide victims sufficient means of restitution because needed restorative action

of law enforcement is services as educational institutions. Support should form semblance and solidarity from merely

existing through to actually living from assisting victims by enabling healing but services often only put the onus

back on clients because counsellors are usually on uneducated guilt and ego trips of inferiority complexes. The most

common tinnitus symptom is  a  ringing sound which usually goes away so people are not  concerned but  a less

common tinnitus symptom is a buzzing sound usually from industrial work or more commonly music nowadays

which does not go away and which is as annoying as gossiping. The word justice is in the Jewish Old Testament, but

the word justice is  not  in  the New Testament of Jesus Christ.  NSW Justice Identifies  two Categories  of Injury,

Physical  Injury  and  Psychological  Injury,  but  Psychological  World  Culture  only  affirms  Money  and  Suicide

Prevention.  English command has  lost  its  tradition and priority because Government System is  Cryptologic and

systemic and so general communication achieves negative outcomes because the people are not educated properly

and succumb to meaningless conflict instead of being humane human beings. Western Government is lingo Culture of

Literary Terms Abracadabra, Acronym, Acrostic, Antagonist, Attitude, Assimilation, Association, Barbarism, Bastard

Title, Brachology, Braggadocio, Clootie, Crisis, Crocodile Tears pictorgraphical representation, counting, homonym,

falsehood!


